Identifying protein functions can be useful for numerous applications in biology. The prediction of gene ontology (GO) functional terms from sequence remains however a challenging task, as shown by the recent CAFA experiments. Here we present INGA, a web server developed to predict protein function from a combination of three orthogonal approaches. Sequence similarity and domain architecture searches are combined with protein-protein interaction network data to derive consensus predictions for GO terms using functional enrichment. The INGA server can be queried both programmatically through RESTful services and through a web interface designed for usability. The latter provides output supporting the GO term predictions with the annotating sequences. INGA is validated on the CAFA-1 data set and was recently shown to perform consistently well in the CAFA-2 blind test. The INGA web server is available from URL: http://protein.bio.unipd.it/inga.
INTRODUCTION
Although the biological role of a protein is encoded in its sequence, a simple function to map a protein sequence into its biological activity is unknown. Moreover, experimental techniques to determine protein function are costly and time consuming. Filling the gap between the number of available sequences and their functional characterization requires computational methods (1) . The most widely used ontology to describe protein function is the Gene Ontology (GO) (2) . GO defines three sub-ontologies (molecular function, biological process and cellular component) describing different aspects of function. GO terms are grouped in a hierarchical way as a directed acyclic graph, where deeper nodes correspond to more specialized functions.
Recently, the Critical Assessment of protein Function Annotation (CAFA) challenge has started to provide an objective overview of the state of the art in the field of automatic protein function prediction (3) . The CAFA experiment was also responsible for defining some new criteria for evaluation, like the validation data set used for the blind test, the definition of function space through GO terms and scoring metrics for comparing different methods. Most available algorithms exploit homology inference to assign function (4) (5) (6) (7) . This is based on the logic that evolutionarily related proteins share a common ancestor from whom the function was inherited. However, it is very difficult to infer homology for highly divergent proteins, in particular when it is impossible to build a reliable phylogenetic tree (8) . Sequence similarity alone is also not a sufficient condition to infer functional similarity, as the function of identical sequences may change depending on different in vivo environments such as organism, tissue or sub-cellular localization. Other methods exploit domain organization in the sequence to predict function (9) (10) (11) (12) . By definition, a protein domain corresponds to a functional unit and the combination of different units provides the cell with a way to develop new functions in a modular fashion (13). Annotation can then be transferred among proteins sharing the same domain architecture. The performance of these kinds of predictors relies on the ability to find domains in a given sequence as well as the quality of the functional annotation for the domains themselves. Other approaches involve the use of information available in protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks (14, 15) . The assumption is that whenever a protein physically interacts with other proteins, it is part of the same biological process and located in the same cellular compartment. Of course, this is not always true. For example, in the case of chaperones or ubiquitin interacting with a broad set of functionally unrelated protein partners. This assumption, however, holds in the majority of cases, as proteins belonging to the same pathway have been shown to be strongly interconnected (16) . The main problem of methods based on PPI data is coverage, as it is impossible to make predictions whenever the interacting partners of a protein are not known. Thanks to the huge amount of data generated by new experimental techniques (17, 18) , information available in PPI networks has become more relevant. The coverage problem has become a minor issue and methods based on PPI data are promising. According to the results of the CAFA experiment (3), the best methods rely on consensus predictions and are in general able to exploit different sources of information (19, 20) .
Here we introduce INGA, Interaction Network GO Annotator, a tool that predicts protein function exploiting PPI networks, sequence similarity measures and domain assignments. INGA combines the three different component predictors to generate a consensus that outperforms them. It was recently evaluated at the second CAFA experiment (2014; URL: http://biofunctionprediction.org/) and ranked among the ten best methods both for molecular function and biological process prediction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
INGA is a method that generates a consensus combining three different predictors. The different information sources are PPI networks, sequence similarity and domain assignments. In the web server, these components are identified as CONSENSUS, BLAST, PFAM and STRING to recall the information source. The consensus prediction provided by INGA has been evaluated in the CAFA-2 assessment resulting among the top ten methods. The accuracy of INGA arises from several implementation details. The most important factors are: choice of the network, strategy adopted to transfer annotation, approach to identify domains and the way homology is inferred. A description of the implemented predictors and the strategies adopted to maximize the accuracy of the combined consensus prediction follows. Of course, like all predictors, INGA is susceptible to systematic annotation errors in the source databases and the user should evaluate predictions carefully. To this end, INGA provides an interface to track all information sources and help the user estimate their reliability.
Protein interaction networks (STRING)
Proteins in a living cell have many physical interactors. Each group of interacting proteins is expected to participate in the same biological process and to operate in the same sub-cellular compartment. Proteins involved in the same pathway are indeed shown to be more interconnected (16) . Thanks to an increasing amount of available interaction data, it is sensible to exploit this information to predict protein function, at least for Cellular Component and Biological Process terms. Given a protein target, INGA collects the set of directly interacting nodes from the STRING (21) database (v9.1). When the target sequence is not exactly present as STRING entry, INGA tries to find a similar entry with at least 90% sequence identity and 90% coverage. When the mapping is not one-to-one, INGA merges the set (2) terms from the set of interaction partners. For each GO term, its enrichment in the group of interacting proteins (sub network) compared to the rest of annotated nodes in the entire STRING network, considering all organisms together, is calculated. Enrichment is measured by calculating a P-value with Fisher's exact test and used to rank GO terms. The P-value represents the probability that a GO term is associated with a group of interactors by chance (null hypothesis) and is calculated with the formula below applied to a contingency table (see Table 1 ):
Domain assignments (PFAM)
Protein domains are independent folding units and represent the basic modules for protein function (13) . It has been postulated that the evolution of proteins can explain the complexity of the cell through rearrangement of fragment units and different combinations of a relatively small number of domains (23) . The basic idea in INGA is to exploit the domain architecture and transfer annotation from proteins sharing the same domain pattern. Given a protein sequence, INGA identifies putative Pfam (24) domains using HMMER (25) . All proteins with the same set of domains are retrieved from UniProt and the associated GO annotation is transferred to the target. GO terms are ranked with the same approach adopted for the protein interaction network (see previous paragraph). The enrichment of each GO term in the group of proteins with the same domain architecture is compared to the distribution of GO terms in the rest of the database (see Table 1 ). The P-value associated to a GO term represents the null hypothesis that the GO term is associated with the group by chance and is calculated with the same formula used for STRING enrichment.
Sequence similarity (BLAST)
According to the CAFA evaluation, the best predictors used sequence similarity to infer homology and predict function (6, 19, 20) . All use either Blast (26) or PsiBlast (27) to find similar proteins. The BLAST predictor implemented in INGA, exploits the 'transfer by homology' principle, and transfers GO terms from sequences that are considered evolutionarily related on the basis of their sequence similarity.
In particular, INGA considers it safe to transfer function only when BLAST matches proteins that share more than 40% sequence identity with a coverage (alignment overlap) greater than 80%. The search is performed against the entire UniProt sequence database (release 2014 08). Sequences with an e-value higher than 10 −3 were excluded. The coverage constraint guarantees to exclude sequence pairs that align well locally for a fragment that may correspond to a single domain while the rest of the sequence remains unaligned. The list of retrieved hits is then filtered a second time, removing hits lacking either any GO annotation or experimental annotation according to the user choice. Valid hits were sorted by the Blast bit-score and GO terms were sorted accordingly. It has been shown that the bit-score provides a better sorting compared to sequence identity when evaluating the function of retrieved hits (3, 19) .
Consensus and training
Consensus methods result particularly effective when combining predictors that exploit orthogonal information sources which provide coherent results. Our case fits this situation well, since interaction data can be considered independent from homology inference based on sequence similarity and domain assignments. The consensus is calculated to maximize the F-score (or F-measure) as used in CAFA (3). The F-score represents the quality of a given prediction and is the harmonic mean between precision and recall. It can be used as a probability, with higher probabilities corresponding to better predictions. If P m represents the probability (confidence score) of the term GO i given by the method m, the consensus score is calculated as a joint probability with the following formula:
P consensus is higher when a term is predicted by multiple predictors. For each method and each GO term, we generate P m with the following formula:
Where e is Euler's number, a and b are two parameters and r represents the ranking, i.e. the position of GO i in the output list for method m. Rank 1, for BLAST, corresponds to all GO terms (plus ancestors) associated with the first hit (i.e. best bit-score), while in STRING and PFAM rank 1 identifies the terms with the lowest P-value. We decided to generate probabilities with the ranking instead of raw scores (P-value and bit-score) as they correlate much better with the F-score (data not shown). Moreover, equation 3 is very simple and requires only the a and b parameters to be estimated. Training has been performed by simply fitting the parameters of the ranking position to maximize the F-score in the training set. A total of 36 models were generated reflecting different predictors (BLAST, PFAM, four versions of STRING based on different edge confidence), different annotation sources (experimental and all annotations) and different sub-ontologies (Molecular Function, Biological Process and Cellular Component). Parameters for all models were optimized on a training set of 10 000 experimentally annotated SwissProt proteins (release 2013 07), as defined in CAFA, with GO terms associated with trusted evidence codes: inferred from Experiment (EXP), inferred from Direct Assay (IDA), inferred from Physical Interaction (IMP), inferred from Genetic Interaction (IGI), inferred from Expression Pattern (IEP), Traceable Author Statement (TAS) and Inferred by Curator (IC).
Evaluation
In the past, the evaluation of a function prediction method was usually carried out by comparing the annotation of model organisms like Yeast on specific ad hoc ontologies which were much smaller than the current GO. Moreover, it is very difficult to fairly evaluate the state of the art. Most methods predict annotation by transferring information from public annotation databases and by this are very sensitive to the ability of exploiting updated data. The CAFA experiment solves these problems by introducing a fair blind test. All participants are asked to predict GO terms for a set of sequences (validation set). After usually six months, CAFA closes the submission phase and starts to collect experimental annotation for another six months. The evaluation is then performed on the sequence subset that gained GO terms in the annotation phase. The CAFA evaluation is mainly based on precision-recall curves and other metrics described here (3). INGA, identified as Tosatto-UniPD, has been ranked among the ten best predictors both for Molecular Function and Biological Process sub ontologies in the second CAFA edition (2014; URL: Table 2 . CAFA-1 validation set performance. Precision, recall and F-score values are shown at the confidence threshold maximizing the F-score for each method. In each column the highest value is highlighted in bold. The confidence values are sequence identity for BLAST, term frequency in the experimental annotation database for NAIVE and CONSENSUS score for INGA. Coverage represents the fraction of target proteins for which a method predicts at least one GO term. For NAIVE the coverage is always 1 by definition and not reported 
Implementation
The INGA web server is implemented using the REST (Representational State Transfer) architecture. The INGA services can be accessed both from a web interface and a Python API implemented ad hoc. The submitted job can be retrieved at a later time by providing the session identifier or the URL to the result page. INGA guarantees to maintain job sessions for at least two weeks. Predictions are stored permanently in a database where entries are indexed by their sequence in order to speed up the service when requesting a cached protein. Moreover INGA takes advantage of an implementation that allows to run the three different predictors in parallel, with results appearing independently as soon as a predictor finishes.
SERVER DESCRIPTION

Input
The INGA user interface is straightforward to use. The main page features a search box, which accepts any valid UniProt accession code (i.e. Q9XYF4) or, alternatively, Fasta sequence. Up to 10 input sequences or identifiers can be provided for each job. An optional title can be set to help the user distinguish between different prediction runs. Only two parameters need to be set for function prediction, the annotation database and the STRING edge confidence. The annotation database parameter refers to the way GO terms are filtered. Selecting the 'Experimental' button, only GO terms associated with trusted evidence codes will be selected, otherwise all GO terms from UniProt will be included without any filter (i.e. including electronically inferred). For the STRING edge confidence parameter, four confidence levels for interaction partner prediction can be selected. A high confidence score reduces the number of interacting partners, implying fewer sources for GO terms transfer and presumably fewer false positives. The default settings are 'experimental' annotations and 'medium' STRING edge confidence. This works well in most cases. For function prediction of proteins with very poor annotation, we recommend to use all database sources and low level of confidence on STRING interactors.
Output
INGA provides output for all the three implemented predictors and the consensus on the same page (see Figure 1) . Each column lists predictions from one method and the GO terms are grouped by sub-ontology (molecular function; biological process; cellular component) to facilitate comparison between different predictors. By default, the tool displays only the first three predicted terms for each subontology, but it is possible to expand the list and visualize all predicted annotations by clicking on the 'Expand' button. GO terms in the expanded list are grouped by score (rank) and sorted by term specificity. The block of terms with the same score is highlighted by a colored line on the left. The background color of each box reflects the informativeness of each term. More specific terms (i.e. farther away from the GO root) have darker background color and are always on the top of a score block. For each block, except consensus, the annotation source (UniProt accession codes) is also reported. For Pfam it is also possible to see the set of domains identified in the input sequence and matched against UniProt proteins. The list of GO terms associated with each sub-ontology and the prediction sources can be saved in an output file for download by clicking on the 'download' button on the top right corner.
Usage example
Protocadherin-19 (PCDH19) is a member of the protocadherin (pcdhs) subfamily within the large cadherin superfamily, which were first discovered as calcium dependent cellcell adhesion molecules involved in early vertebrate embryo development (28) . Mutations in the PCDH19 gene are responsible for X linked, female-limited epilepsy and mental retardation (29, 30) . PCDH19 is highly expressed in the central nervous system but its cellular role is poorly understood. In public protein sequence databases, PCDH19 is simply described as a calcium binding molecule which mediates homophilic cell-cell adhesion. We used INGA to retrieve further information on PCDH19 protein function using the UniProt accession code (Q8TAB3) as input and only experimental sources for GO terms selection (Figure 1 ). Medium confidence interaction partner prediction has been chosen as starting condition for the analysis. The results page reports the four lists of predictions for each method. The first three GO terms with highest score obtained from the consensus method correctly predicted PCDH19 as a membrane protein binding calcium ions which is involved in cell-cell adhesion. The prediction is inferred from both homologous sequences and proteins sharing the same cadherin domain. Expanding the lists we can find other interesting GO terms associated with PCDH19. In particu- The following three sections cover the GO sub-ontologies for molecular function, biological process and cellular component. Inside each section, the first column represents the consensus and is followed by BLAST, PFAM and STRING results. Each component result lists the GO term identifier, score and GO term description inside a box of variable background color. Darker background colors correspond to more informative (i.e. deeper) GO levels. Scores are in the range 0.0 (low) to 1.0 (high), with 1.0 reserved for curated GO terms for the query protein retrieved from UniProt. Where possible, UniProt and Pfam buttons open pop-up windows listing the UniProt accession numbers supporting the predicted GO term. An alternating gray or light blue stripe on the left side of the results box indicates whether consecutive entries belong to the same prediction or not. This is important, as multiple GO tracing the way from the prediction back to the ontology root can be shown. By default, only the top three results are shown for each GO sub-ontology and method. Clicking on 'Expand' below the GO sub-ontology name will expand the results section to cover all informative predictions for each method. Clicking on 'Expand all' will increase the number of visualized predictions further by listing all parent nodes of each prediction. lar, from the consensus prediction this protein is specifically predicted to be localized in neuron parts. The source of this prediction can be found searching for GO terms related to 'neuron' in the PFAM and STRING lists. Interestingly, the GO term refers to experimental data on proteins belonging to different pcdhs subfamilies. Recently, it has been show that pcdhs have an active role in neural circuit formation, recruiting regulators of cytoskeletal dynamics to the cell surface at interaxonal contact sites to induce persistent cell motility (31) . Cellular component movement is also predicted as biological process in which PCDH19 is involved. This is also reported in literature where Biswas and colleagues demonstrated that PCDH19 interacts with NCAD to regulate cell adhesion and movement during anterior neurulation in zebra fish (32) .
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented INGA, a novel method to predict protein function from sequence. It was optimized to combine three orthogonal sources of information, PPI networks, domain architecture and sequence similarity, into a consensus prediction for each of the three GO sub-ontologies. INGA performed consistently well at the most recent CAFA experiment. The web server was carefully designed to provide users with the necessary information to evaluate the biological meaning of the predicted functional terms. We anticipate that it will be useful both for large-scale annotation efforts, through its RESTful web services, and experimental biologists interested in designing experiments to test the function of a specific protein.
